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This article offers an account of a controversy that arose in 1843 at the French Academy of Sciences between
Joseph Liouville and Guillaume Libri. In order to historicize this event, it explores three interrelated questions.
First, in order to reconstruct the social context of the controversy, the positions that Liouville and Libri occu-
pied within the scientific field and the public space are analyzed. Second, the different social spaces in which the
controversy took place are examined. Finally, in order to determine what could be considered as a convincing
proof in this debate, the mathematical arguments developed by Libri and Liouville are considered. It is con-
tended that these arguments are the product of a historical process framed by individual social actors and local-
ized scientific cultures.
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390 C. Ehrhardt1. Introduction
On 14 August 1843, during the weekly meeting of the French Academy of Sciences,
Joseph Liouville read a report on the young Charles Hermite’s memoir on the division
of abelian—or ultraelliptic—functions. In accordance with the usual practice in such cases,
Liouville started by outlining the more important contributions that had already been
made on the topic and, in particular, he explained that although the origin of this problem
could be found in Gauss’s works, the person who first gave and proved the general theory
was Niels Henrik Abel.1 This comment was to be the starting point of a several-week-long
priority quarrel between Liouville and another academician, Guillaume Libri, who claimed
that these results were actually his own. More precisely, just after Liouville’s lecture, Libri
took to the floor to say that he had been the first to solve the equations connected to elliptic
functions that Libri had attributed to Abel and, in particular, that he was the first to have
demonstrated a result about the lemniscate function that Gauss had announced without
proof. Liouville, in his response to Libri, did not restrict himself to the priority question
alone. He claimed not only that Libri’s theorem could not be extended to the general case,
but also and above all that it was “full of rash assertions and serious errors.”2 Thus, a dis-
pute about a specific priority question immediately turned into a much broader feud about
Libri’s mathematical competence, a feud that had in fact started seven years before and had
been continuing episodically.
This controversy was not the only one at the Academy of Sciences at that time. Consider,
for example, the long-lasting debate between Cuvier and Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, which
took place between 1828 and 1832, about the contest between form and function as the
chief organizing principle of life, a controversy reported at length in the journals Le Globe
and La Revue encyclopédique [Appel, 1987; Le Guyader, 2004]. Academicians had also
heard about Poisson’s and Poinsot’s disagreements, and about the quarrels between Biot
and Dulong [Nougarède de Fayet, 1847, 168–169].3 Nevertheless, in these three cases,
appearances had been saved: the quarrels may have been violent and deep, but the record
in the academic proceedings blunted them, giving them the muffled tone of a mere dispute
between peers and in keeping with the respectability of the institution. Whatever had actu-
ally been said during the meetings, the academic account was written in such a way that it
looked like a neutral succession of readings of scientific papers [Appel, 1987, 143–201].
In fact, open and public confrontation was seen as something to be avoided in such a place;
in the words attributed to Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, such debates during the meetings only
“bothered the Academy and entertained the public” [Nougarède de Fayet, 1847, 168–169].
In contrast, from the very beginning, the debate in the Academy between Libri and
Liouville went too far by Academy standards: the tone of the remarks recorded in the
Compte rendus des séances hebdomadaires de l’Académie des sciences (Comptes rendus) was
nearly the same as the one in which journalists told the general public about the event.1 On the mathematical questions discussed here, see [Houzel, 1978; Belhoste, 1996].
2 Comptes rendus des séances hebdomadaires de l’Académie des sciences (Comptes Rendus), 17, 1843,
292–296.
3 The author gave no information about the subject of these quarrels. The disagreement between
Poisson and Poinsot may have been the quarrel of priority that occurred in July 1838 about a
principle of calculation on the ellipsoid function (see [L’Institut, Journal universel des sciences et des
sociétés savantes en France et à l’étranger, 6, 1838, 213]). I have been unable to find the reason of the
disagreement between Biot and Dulong.
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 391The walls of the Institut de France were no longer thick enough to deaden the noise of aca-
demic quarrels. It seems that the two academicians did not even try to avoid publicity for
their disagreements. Thus, the microevent of the Libri–Liouville feud can be seen as repre-
sentative of a new style of academic quarrelling. We will see that this new style originated in
changes in academic practice as well as in social changes that made such quarrels seem inter-
esting to a broader audience, and in the specific political context of the 1840s. This study will
underline the fact that every scientific quarrel involves at least three participants—two or
more protagonists and an audience. This configuration not only provides a specific dynamic
to the debate but may also change because of it [Prochasson and Rasmussen, 2007].
Moreover, the story of Liouville and Libri offers the opportunity to shine new light on the
classical question of controversies. Since the 1980s, historians and sociologists of science have
used controversies as a terrain for understanding how knowledge is elaborated, but analysis
of mathematical controversies remains rather unusual.4 Furthermore, this case study shows
how social and scientific factors, far from being separated, are in fact completely interwoven.5
The Liouville–Libri feud was neither an extramathematical affair that dealt only with per-
sonal conflicts and interest or philosophical images of mathematics, nor a purely technical
dispute between specialists that took place only in the field of rigorous written proofs. Surely,
as we shall see, Libri’s credibility was at stake and Liouville’s motivation to destroy it might
have not been purely scientific. But the attack and the defence mainly remained within the
register of mathematics (in a general and not technical sense). This might be partly due to
the social space in which the feud took place: the Academy was not supposed to let personal
conflicts break out in the open, and, since the status of academician had to be a guarantee of
competence, openly criticizing the scientific abilities of a peer was acceptable only up to a
point. Nevertheless, the conceptual, technical, normative, or epistemological arguments used
to talk about mathematics cannot be accounted for by social factors alone: one has to take
into account the relative autonomy of the mathematical field, which means that people can-
not say “anything they want” on mathematical topics at stake during a debate.6 Thus, the
transversal nature of this controversy leads to questions about the way in which mathemat-
ical theorems are validated, and about what exactly makes a proof.
This article launches into the social history of scientific controversies by addressing three
interrelated questions. First, I look at the positions that Liouville and Libri occupied within
the scientific field, at the symbolic capital each of them had,7 and at the history of their for-
mer quarrels, in order to reconstruct the context of the one of 1843, which was also their
last. Second, I analyze the different social spaces in which the controversy took place. While
examining the material limitations due to the mathematical nature of the subject, as well as
the tactics that both protagonists used to cope with these limitations in order to convince,84 As it is not my point here to give a full historiographical account, I will just recall three important
references: [Collins, 1985; Rudwick, 1985; Shapin and Schaffer, 1985]. About controversies in
mathematics, see [Bloor, 1978; 1981; Hill, 1998]. For a recent study dedicated to deductive science,
with a critical review of the field of science studies, see [Rosental, 2008].
5 For a critical account that raises this question, see [Shinn and Ragouet, 2005, 77–134].
6 The notion of “relative autonomy of a scientific field” is developed in [Bourdieu, 2004, 45–55].
7 This expression is taken from Bourdieu’s sociology too: it means the recognition one receives
from a group, while putting emphasis on the fact that it works just like capital in the economical
sense (for a more accurate definition, see [Bourdieu, 2004, 55–62]).
8 This point could be connected to the concepts of “free moves” and “forced moves” developed by
[Fleck, 1979] and used in [Pickering and Stephanides 1992; Pickering, 2006].
392 C. EhrhardtI suggest that historicizing a scientific controversy also means historicizing the very nature
of controversy and the role science could play within the public space. Finally, to determine
what was considered a convincing proof at the time, I turn more precisely toward the math-
ematical arguments developed by Libri and Liouville and argue that they are the product of
a historical process framed by individual social actors and localized scientific cultures.2. Two mathematicians in the Parisian landscape of the 1830s and 1840s
At the beginning of the 1840s, Joseph Liouville (1809–1882) and Guillaume Libri (1803–
1869) had both reached good positions within the Parisian scientific milieu. But even if they
shared some of the biographical characteristics by which a man was recognized as a
mathematician at that time, their social identities were still very different.9 Libri had made
a name for himself at the Academy of Sciences starting in 1825, the year when the first
Memoir he submitted was accepted, while he was still living in Pisa.10 Exiled from Italy
for political reasons in 1831, he had easily found strong support in the Parisian scientific
community as well as in the political and intellectual one. In particular, he owed to Arago,
the Perpetual Secretary of the Academy, who was also a member of the French Parliament,
the professorship he obtained at the Sorbonne in 1834 and his membership in the Academy,
to which he had been elected in 1835 after Legendre’s death. However, the republican con-
victions Libri had in the 1830s rapidly turned into a support for the Orleanist monarchy
[Mostert and Maccioni Ruju, 1995, 69–70 and 85–93]. Likewise, for unknown reasons, pos-
sibly political, his friendship with Arago rapidly turned into strong rivalry, after which the
two men did not hesitate to publicize their scientific and political disagreements in the aca-
demic arena and through the press.11
The young Libri may well have been seen as a promising mathematician by those who,
like the academicians Cauchy, Fourier, Ampère, and Legendre, had evaluated his earliest
works on algebra, number theory, mathematical analysis, and heat theory. Besides, Libri’s
works had been recognized in circles broader than the French Academy. Some of his papers
were published in the German Journal fur die reine und angewandte Mathematik (Crelle’s
Journal), and others were quoted in French and Belgian textbooks, in the proceedings of
provincial academies, and in English publications.12
However, a letter from Sturm—a mathematician who was close to Liouville—to the
German mathematician Lejeune-Dirichlet, written in 1837, soon after Libri’s election to
the Academy, shows that Libri’s mathematical competence seemed already doubtful to
his peers:9 This notion is used here in the sociological sense of the way in which individuals label themselves
as members of particular groups. See [Terrall, 2006] (for a methodological account), and [Terrall,
2002] (for an outstanding case study). On the social identity derived from mathematical and teaching
activities, one can read [Ehrhardt, 2009].
10 Most of the biographical facts given here are taken from [Dejob, 1912; Mostert and Maccioni
Ruju, 1995].
11 According to the testimony of Joseph Bertrand [1896, 295], who was 21 years old at the time and
who was elected to the Academy only in 1856, the reason was “the secret of everybody” and was
“nothing but academic” (but Bertrand still did not disclose it!).
12 See [Libri, 1831; 1832; 1833; Lacroix, 1835, 344; Abbé Moigno, 1844, 582; Verhulst, 1841, 295;
Brassinne, 1839–1841, 61; Report of the Annual Meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, n 3, 1834, 322; Gregory and Walton, 1846, 317; Boole, 1859, 204].
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A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 393To me, M. Libri does not seem to be very orthodox. He is now totally engaged in a dis-
pute with M. Arago and the other scientists of the Observatoire who regret having sup-
ported him at the Institut. He has a rather haughty and difficult nature. I need to know,
confidentially, your judgment on his Memoirs on the theory of numbers; as for his other
productions, my opinion was fixed a long time ago.13Actually, Libri almost stopped doing mathematical research after he became an acade-
mician and devoted himself to the history of mathematics. He wrote a book, Histoire des
sciences mathématiques en Italie [Libri, 1838–1841], that was unanimously well received
by the critics, and many historical articles, reviews, and scientific chronicles for periodicals
that had a general audience, such as the Revue des deux mondes and the Journal des
savants.14 These texts made a public character out of him, a public man who expressed
his political position in the press and who sometimes used his literary talents to serve his
career. A close friend of the French Prime Minister, Francois Guizot, Libri had also been
nominated inspector of the Parisian high schools (Collèges royaux) in 1835, and general
inspector for French high schools in 1841 [Mostert and Maccioni Ruju, 1995, 91; Caplat
et al., 1986, 475–476]. The same year, he had been entrusted with the task of making an
inventory of all manuscripts preserved in French libraries, thanks to his recognized ability
as a historian and to his knowledge of ancient books.15
Compared to Libri, Joseph Liouville was virtually unknown to the general public at the
beginning of the 1840s. For instance, in 1839, a journalist from the Journal des débats,16
reporting on the Academy meetings, wrote that “in spite of his important works [. . .] M.
Liouville [was] not yet known enough outside the world of science” and hence it would
be useful to explain to the readers who he was [Journal des débats, 22 May 1839].17 In fact,
the only permanent position Liouville had at that time was that of professor at the Ecole
polytechnique, whose lectures, in contrast to the those of the professors at the Sorbonne
or the Collège de France, were not announced in journals, as the students of the Ecole poly-
technique were the only ones allowed to listen to them. Liouville became an academician in
1839, elected to Lalande’s chair in the Astronomy section.18 He was a friend of Arago, whotter of 16 mai 1837, preserved at the Staatsbibliothek (Berlin, Germany). This unpublished
ment was communicated to me by N. Verdier: “M. Libri ne nous paraît pas non plus bien
doxe. Il est aujourd’hui tout à fait brouillé avec M. Arago et les autres savants de
ervatoire qui se repentent de l’avoir poussé à l’Institut. Il est d’un caractère assez altier et
ile. J’aurais besoin de connaître confidentiellement le jugement que vous portez sur ses
oires relatifs à la théorie des nombres; à l’égard de ses autres productions mon opinion est
is longtemps fixé.”
cording to the bibliography of [Mostert and Maccioni Ruju, 1995], Libri published no less than
pers of this kind between 1832 and 1848.
bri actually used this position to steal some manuscripts. The affair was discovered in 1848 and,
te of Libri’s protests and his exile to London, a trial took place in which he was found guilty.
is journal was created during the French Revolution to publish complete accounts of the
es of the Assemblée Nationale, but its purpose gradually changed. Under the July Monarchy, it
political, literary, and scientific news.
eut-être M. Liouville, malgré ses importants travaux et la place éminente qu’il occupe parmi les
abiles et les plus savants géomètres de l’Europe n’est-il pas encore assez connu dans le monde
ger à la science pour qu’il ne soit pas nécessaire de faire connaître [. . .] sa position personnelle.”
tails of Liouville’s biography are taken from [Lützen, 1990].
394 C. Ehrhardtsupported his election, just as he had supported Libri. Liouville also shared with Arago and
Libri an interest in politics: from at least 1840, when he headed a republican Banquet,19 he
was committed to the radical movement alongside Arago [Lützen, 1990, 149–174; Neu-
enschwander, 1984]. Yet, in contrast to Arago and Libri, Liouville was not a public char-
acter at that time: he did not publicize his opinions, nor did he write for general periodicals.
Nevertheless, Liouville had been recognized for several years by the scientific community
as one of the most talented young mathematicians. Between the end of his studies at the
Ecole polytechnique, in 1827, and his election to the Academy, he had submitted no less than
19 mathematical papers to the latter, on various subjects including differential equations,
heat theory, thermodynamics, sound theory, and celestial mechanics. Once elected, he
became very involved in regular Academy activities, taking part in committees for Academy
prizes, and writing reports on mathematical memoirs submitted to the Academy.
But, above all, Liouville was known throughout Europe as the editor of the Journal de
mathématiques pures et appliquées, which he had founded in 1836 and which contemporary
mathematicians soon called “Liouville’s Journal.”20 Controlling the journal allowed him to
publish his own papers quickly and to publicize his opinion about the other papers he pub-
lished, and this gave him relative autonomy from the Academy. Moreover, thanks to his
editorial activity, Liouville was in touch with many mathematicians, from every stratum
of the milieu: the contributors were students, engineers, and teachers, as well as first-rate
mathematicians. He was also famous outside France, and close to two of the leading
German mathematicians, Jacobi and Lejeune-Dirichlet.21
The quarrel that developed in 1843 was far from being the first one between Libri and
Liouville and their rivalry was a secret to nobody inside or outside the Academy [Dejob,
1912].22 Their disagreements had begun as early as 1837, when Liouville published in his
journal a paper entitled “Sur une lettre de d’Alembert à Lagrange” [“About a Letter from
d’Alembert to Lagrange”] in which he revealed that a method that Libri had claimed in sev-
eral of his works to be his, was in fact due to d’Alembert [Liouville, 1837b]. Liouville went
even further, implying that Libri, who was an expert in the history of mathematics, should
have known that the method had originated with d’Alembert. Then, one year later, Liou-
ville did something that was quite unusual for someone who was not an academician: he
sent the Academy a note in which he demonstrated that a result of Libri’s on heat theory,
published in Crelle’s Journal [Libri, 1831], was false [Liouville, 1838a; 1838b]. It was read to
the members of the Academy by Arago during a weekly meeting. The fact that Liouville
dared to do this suggests that he must have had strong support in the Academy, probably
due to his mathematical fame as well as to his friendship with Arago. Moreover, Biot,
Poisson, Poinsot, and Sturm never wrote a report about Liouville’s note as they should
have done (at least to defend the honour of the institution of which Libri was a member):
they realized that Liouville was right, and chose not to give more publicity to this affair
(Comptes rendus, 8, 1839, 788).2319 The republican Banquet was a leftist tradition that began after the July Revolution. It was less an
opportunity to have a good meal than a pretext to discuss political questions (see [Fureix, 2005]).
20 The journal is the subject of [Verdier, 2009; see in particular 213–239].
21 The published correspondence between Liouville and Lejeune-Dirichlet [Tannery, 1910] shows
that they were close friends.
22 As their rivalry has been described in [Lützen, 1990, 52–64], this article will give only a sketch of
the episodes that occurred before 1843.
23 It was not unusual for no report to be made on a work submitted to the Academy [Chabot, 2002].
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 395Nevertheless, there was a new development in 1839, when Liouville applied for an Acad-
emy chair. A few weeks before the election, Libri jumped at the opportunity to read to the
Academy a very critical paper he had written on Liouville’s works [Libri, 1839]. But Libri’s
attempt to discredit Liouville was a failure. The academician Charles Sturm took a firm
stand in favour of his friend against Libri; so did Arago, but in a more implicit way, reading
the following week the response to Libri’s criticism that Liouville had written. Finally,
Liouville was elected to the Academy, receiving 29 out of 51 votes (Comptes rendus, 8,
1839, 788–797 and 873). This election did not make things any better at the Academy. Libri
got involved in several polemics or priority disputes between 1840 and 1843, one of them
being, yet again, a quarrel with Liouville.24 In addition, he publicized his rivalry with Arago
in a paper published in the periodical La Revue des deux mondes [Libri 1840], to which
Arago answered by a letter to the German scientist and friend of his, Alexander von
Humboldt, published the same year in the journal Le National, reprinted in [Arago, 1859].
No doubt, Libri’s reputation in the Parisian mathematical milieu suffered from these
events. A letter written in 1840 by Coriolis to his cousin gives a rather good view on the
situation:24 Se
1841,
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Arag
25 “M
[. . .]
l’Aca
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temp
trois
[. . .] e[M. Liouville] has great aptitude for mathematics. He has original ideas [. . .] and can pro-
duce good work. After M. Poisson’s death, he will be the member of the Academy who
will know mathematical works best. [. . .] M. Liouville loathes M. Libri, whom he accuses
of playing a double game and of acting against people: he sometimes says that he’s an
Italian, who is attacking the Academy. M. Libri has presence of mind, but he’s always
defeated by the three or four people who know the subject. He is only a rather superficial
mathematician, and M. Liouville never attacks him without being right. [Verdier, 2009,
174]25An event that happened only two months before the final controversy between Libri and
Liouville is also very representative of the academic climate at that time. The two men
found themselves in competition for the mathematical chair of the Collège de France.
The third candidate was Cauchy, who was considered by many scientists as by far the most
suitable. The election was a two-part process: there was one vote by the professors of each
discipline of the Collège—including history, humanities, philosophy, etc.—and another one
by the academicians; but, usually, the two institutions came to an agreement: the nonspe-
cialists of theCollège followed the opinion of the experts of the Academy, so that the results
of both votes were always the same. The two institutions did come to an agreement in June
1843, but in a quite unusual way. Libri was elected by the professors of the Collège de
France, thanks to the support of two influential historians, Jules Michelet and Edgare Comptes rendus, 10, 1840, 311, 343–347, 381–384 (quarrel with Liouville); Comptes rendus, 12,
519–523 (priority dispute with Biot); Comptes rendus, 15, 1842, 401–411 (priority dispute with
hy). A controversy between Libri and Chasles about the history of mathematics, in which
o took part, can also be read in issues 12 to 15 of the Comptes rendus.
. Liouville [. . .] a une grande facilité pour les mathématiques. Il lui vient des idées originales
et il peut produire de bons travaux. Après la mort de M. Poisson, ce sera le membre de
démie qui connaîtra le mieux tous les ouvrages de mathématiques. [. . .] Liouville a en horreur
ibri, qu’il accuse d’être double et d’agir contre les gens [. . .]: c’est un italien, dit-il de temps en
s, il s’attaque à l’Académie. M. Libri a de la présence d’esprit, mais il est toujours battu par les
ou quatre personnes qui entendent la matière. Ce n’est qu’un mathématicien assez superficiel
t M. Liouville ne l’attaque jamais sans avoir raison”.
396 C. EhrhardtQuinet, whom he had won over by giving them his backing on another matter [Belhoste and
Lützen, 1984].26 Cauchy and Liouville then withdrew, so the Academy had to elect Libri.
However, he won only 13 votes, because 28 academicians chose to abstain.
The many episodes of the feud between Libri and Liouville, which lasted from 1837 to
1843, were all grounded on the same issues, and are difficult to reconstruct. They may have
been linked to politics or personal disagreements, and to the protagonists being friendly—
or not—with Arago. Institutional rivalry must also have been a subject of tension, both
men being at times competitors for the same honors and positions. But matters were never
expressed in those terms in the pages of the Comptes rendus. In fact, this journal gave only
the mathematical side of the debates: Libri and Liouville were quarrelling about a field of
research in which they were both interested—the general solution of differential equa-
tions—one that involved, just like the 1843 controversy, advanced results in the theory
of equations [Lützen, 1990, 54–64]. Hence, the controversy of 1843 was not an isolated inci-
dent, and its dynamics and causes were not fundamentally different from the preceding
ones.
This short account of Libri’s and Liouville’s trajectories and their long-lasting quarrels
throws light on the different spaces that give meaning to their conflict of 1843. From an
institutional point of view, this conflict occurred in the social space of the mathematicians
of the Academy, as well as in the larger one of the academicians who were not specialists in
mathematics. But it also happened in front of the eyes of broader audiences. One was made
up of the Parisian intellectual elite who could attend the Academy meetings or read papers
about them every week in the periodicals. In fact, the weekly meetings of the Academy of
Sciences, which, until the 1820s, used to take place behind closed doors, gradually became
public through the impetus of Arago. In the 1840s, the meetings brought together the aca-
demicians, authors who came to present their most recent research, sometimes a few erudite
amateurs who were curious about science, and journalists who wrote about the meetings in
the press. Hence, the quarrel of 1843 between Liouville and Libri was described in general
periodicals such as the Journal des débats, the Revue indépendante, and L’Institut.27 It was
also recounted in the scientific publication of the Academy, the Comptes rendus—a journal
created in 1835 because academicians, and Arago in particular, found some journalistic
accounts too critical, and wanted to regain control from the journalists of what was written
about Academy meetings [Belhoste, 2006]. Since several scientific and mathematical period-
icals published abstracts from the Comptes rendus, French and other European mathe-
maticians formed another audience for the debate.
An examination of the episode of 1843 shows that the understanding of what was at
stake in the feud, the implicit cultural rules of what was “good behavior” or “the right
way to express ideas” in such a situation, and the material constraints and ways to give
an account of the controversy were different in each of these socio-editorial spaces.3. The spaces of a controversy about mathematics in the 1840s
Since the beginning of the 19th century, the European scientific space was mapped by
academic journals and specialized periodicals. The most famous mathematical journals,26 Libri joined them against the Jesuits in several papers he published in the Revue des deux mondes
just before the election. In the following year he made a book from the papers [Libri, 1844].
27 More generally, in the 1830s and 1840s, one could find reports about the academic sessions in Le
Temps, Le Globe, Le Journal du Commerce, Le National, etc.
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 397at that time, were Crelle’s Journal and Liouville’s Journal. Their goal was not to give an
extensive account of what happened in academic life, but they were still linked to it. In par-
ticular, it was not unusual for a paper first read at the Academy of Sciences (or submitted to
it) to be published in these journals—it may have been approved by the academicians or it
may not. Hence, such publications could interfere in a controversy. Under the appearance
of scientific neutrality given by the material organization of these journals—each issue
being a compilation of papers without commentaries—editors chose what they published,
so that they could implicitly take a position in favor of one of the camps. During the feud
with Libri, Liouville used his journal to put the mathematical community in his camp. The
criticisms he had sent to the Academy about Libri’s results in the field of the theory of heat
were published in his journal, before any academic report about them had been written
[Liouville, 1838b]. In the same way, the last issue of the journal for 1843 was organized like
a file on the controversy that had taken place at the Academy a few weeks before. Liouville
published two papers he had written in the meantime about the mathematical topic of the
controversy (one on lemniscates and the other on a theorem of Abel) [Liouville, 1843a;
1843b], the report he had read on Hermite’s Memoire, which began the controversy, and
a letter of Jacobi about this research [Liouville and Jacobi, 1843]. In so doing, Liouville
“delocalized” the feud to outside the Academy, in order to allow European mathematicians
to judge. Moreover, he changed its nature: it was not a “concrete” debate anymore, as the
exchange of arguments, mathematical and otherwise, which took place in the Academy had
been erased. Besides, it turned the initial dialogue into a monologue, since Libri’s point of
view had been erased too. Hence, the debate was transformed into something that could
appear as an “objective” and “purely scientific” account of a mathematical question but
that was, in fact, under the control of Liouville.
The other journal that was widely read by French mathematicians was the widely spread
Comptes rendus [Verdier, 2009, Annexe B on its diffusion]. Every week, the Academy pub-
lished the minutes of the meeting, as well as the whole texts of the scientific papers that had
been read. It was also written in a neutral style, which gives an “idealistic” impression of the
course of the meetings. Nevertheless, and precisely because it was supposed to be a self-rep-
resentation of the institution, the Comptes rendus were incomplete accounts of the sessions.
On one hand, the published articles had to be perfectly valid from a scientific point of view,
so that28 “T
l’imp
interd
ce quEverybody at the Academy uses the opportunity to develop and complete his thoughts in
print. Because every member has to take responsibility for what he says and what he pub-
lishes [. . .] it cannot be forbidden to academicians to give to the published paper a more
convenient and complete form than what they said during the meeting. (Comptes rendus,
17, 1843, 369–370)28In this context, since the Perpetual Secretary was in charge of editing the Comptes rendus,
and had apparently no hesitation in modifying the texts when it served his interests, being a
friend of Arago was a much better position than being his adversary. Libri remarked, forout le monde, à l’Académie, use de la faculté de développer et de compléter sa pensée à
ression. Chaque membre devant répondre de ce qu’il dit et de ce qu’il imprime, [on ne peut]
ire à un académicien de donner, en imprimant, une forme plus convenable et plus complète à
i aurait été dit pendant la séance”.
398 C. Ehrhardtinstance, that “M. Liouville must have worked hard to correct his own assertions, which
have been deeply modified by printing” (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 432).29
On the other hand, shouts and unfortunate remarks were more often erased. For
instance, one can read in the Journal des débats of the 22 September 1843 that Libri had
been called to order by the president of the meeting because he had used the word “adver-
sary” for Liouville, and it was a “word that must not be employed between colleagues.”30
Nevertheless, this point is not mentioned in the Comptes rendus. Another example, also
from the Journal des débats but on 23 August 1843: the journalist reproduced what was
written in the Comptes rendus—that Liouville claimed that Libri’s Memoir was “full of rash
assertions and serious errors”—and explained that “M. Liouville had even added that all
Libri’s proofs were false, but his words have been a little softened [“adoucis”] when pub-
lished in the Comptes Rendus.”31 This moderating effect, which made oral dialogues, once
published, look like regular scientific articles, did not play particularly in favor of either of
the protagonists. It was an explicit editorial rule, formulated when the Comptes rendus were
founded: “the oral discussions which arise in the bosom of the Academy will not be
printed” (Procès verbaux des séances de l’Académie des sciences, 10, 1832–1835, 756).32 In
fact, the academic journal had explicitly incorporated an implicit norm of behavior, linked
to the solemn nature of the institution: each academician was representative of the author-
ity of the whole Academy; thus, when the credibility of one of them was at stake, the
strength of the institution itself was at risk.33
Nevertheless, this printed representation of the controversy was only one side of it. The
other side was oral: it was constituted by what the audience actually heard during the meet-
ings, and what was said in private about the debate. In fact, even if all the elements of the
feud between Libri and Liouville were grounded in science, and even if, as we shall see,
mathematics was a big issue in it, there were also moral or political aspects that contempo-
raneous scientists did not overlook. As the Coriolis’s letter quoted above shows, people
from the scientific milieu knew there was a personal conflict between the two men. In a let-
ter of 1840 to Lejeune-Dirichlet, Liouville even wrote that Libri was “a base intriguer”
[Tannery, 1910, 13]. Libri was a controversial character and, if we trust Joseph Bertrand’s
testimony, Liouville was not the only scientist not to like him. At the time of the Libri–
Liouville feud, Libri was charged with inappropriate behavior as an academician, and it
was even rumored that he had left Italy because he was a traitor [Bertrand, 1896, 295].
Moreover, the feud between Arago and Libri, which apparently was based on personal
as well as political reasons, had been linked to the one between Libri and Liouville, since
Liouville was a close friend of Arago’s. The chronicler of the Journal des débats even wrote
that “this fight was only an episode in the war declared a long time ago between M. Arago
and M. Libri” (Journal des débats, 23 August 1843). Nevertheless, within the scientific space,
these personal disagreements remained untold, just as if they had been inside “a family”29 “M. Liouville a dû s’appliquer naturellement à rectifier ses propres assertions, qui ont été
considérablement modifiées à l’impression.” See also p. 334: “Les assertions de M. Liouville se
modifient à l’impression.”
30 “Un terme qui ne doit pas être employé entre collègues.”
31 “M. Liouville avait même ajouté que toutes les démonstrations de M. Libri étaient fausses, mais
ces paroles ont été un peu adoucies à l’impression dans le compte rendu.”
32 “On ne reproduira pas les discussions orales qui s’élèvent au sein de l’Académie.”
33 Besides, people from outside the Academy also expected the academicians to behave properly
(Journal des débats, 6 September 1843).
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 399[Nougarède de Fayet, 1847, 169]. Nobody would have explicitly publicized it, precisely
because to do so would have been to go against what was considered appropriate behavior
within the scientific field.
However, this implicit rule was not so strong outside the scientific field. Hence, it hap-
pened that “academic private affairs” were disclosed in general periodicals, by academi-
cians themselves. This is exactly what Libri did in 1840 in his dispute with Arago, as
mentioned above [Libri, 1840]. It is also what one of Libri’s opponents did after his election
at the Collège de France, as one can read in the Revue indépendante:34 “S
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was aIf what has transpired from the discussions that took place behind closed doors at the
Academy [. . .] is true, [. . .] Libri’s role as a professor is apparently restricted to quite nar-
row limits, whereas M. Liouville, since he is also substitute professor, has, in teaching this
course, shown all the abilities it is possible to deploy. (La Revue indépendante, 9, 1843,
123)34In particular, once the controversy of 1843 between Libri and Liouville was publicized in
general periodicals, the extramathematical stakes were emphasized: the chronicler of
L’Institut immediately wrote that it was in fact “an issue of characters,”35 whereas the
chronicler of the Journal des débats drew the public’s attention to it, writing,To say that the debate is between M. Libri and M. Liouville is to say that it is interesting
for its content and for its form, that it is lively, and even passionate, and that it has a
physiognomy that we could evaluate, independently from the scientific issue that it is
about. Recent circumstances [. . .], the struggle for a chair at the Collège de France, in
which M. Liouville has succumbed, the kind of revenge that M. Liouville and his friends
wanted to take after this defeat and which took the form of a protest at the Institut, have
engaged two adversaries who were already face to face and who were only waiting for an
opportunity to start the fight. (Journal des débats, 23 August 1843)36Despite their apparent neutrality, the chroniclers who told the public about the contro-
versy may have supported one or the other of the adversaries for personal or political rea-
sons. It is clear, for instance, that Alfred Donné, the scientific journalist of the Journal des
débats, became an ally of Libri’s because of his own political disagreement with Aragoi ce qui a transpiré des discussions en comité secret qui ont eu lieu à l’Académie des sciences est
[. . .], il paraît [. . .] que le rôle de Libri comme professeur est restreint dans des limites assez
es tandis que depuis qu’il est aussi professeur suppléant M. Liouville a montré toutes les
urces qu’il pouvait déployer pour l’enseignement dans cette chaire.”
n conflit de personnes” [L’Institut. Journal universel des sciences et des sociétés savantes en
e et à l’étranger, 11, 1843, 281]; see also [Le Correspondant, 4, 1843, 284], for a similar point
t another academic debate.
ire que le débat a lieu entre M. Libri et M. Liouville, c’est dire qu’il est intéressant par le fond
r la forme, qu’il est vif et animé jusqu’à la passion, et qu’il présente une physionomie que nous
ons apprécier, indépendamment de la question scientifique qui en fait le sujet. Des circonstances
tes dont nous avons rendu compte, la lutte pour une chaire du Collège de France, dans laquelle
iouville a succombé, l’espèce de revanche que M. Liouville et ses amis ont voulu prendre de
défaite, sous forme d’une protestation à l’Institut, ont mis aux prises deux adversaires qui
t déjà en présence et qui n’attendaient qu’une occasion pour commencer le combat; ce combat
it d’ailleurs qu’un épisode de la guerre depuis longtemps déclaré entre M. Arago et M. Libri.” It
d be noted that Alfred Donné, who wrote the scientific chronicles for the Journal des débats,
n explicit opponent to Arago [Dejob, 1912, 249].
400 C. Ehrhardt[Belhoste, 2006, 266]. Likewise, Liouville may have been depicted more favorably than Libri
in La Revue indépendante, the journal headed by the republican Pierre Leroux.
Moreover, emphasizing polemical issues was not the only way used by journalists to
adapt their account to their particular type of periodical and to the people that would read
it. If one compares the accounts of the controversy between Libri and Liouville given by
general periodicals to those given by the Comptes rendus, one can see that the former did
not publish anything written in mathematical language: the only place where one could find
all the mathematical proofs related to the debate was the Comptes rendus. This was partly
due to the audience journalists were writing for: they knew perfectly well that most of their
readers could not understand advanced mathematics, and sometimes went as far as claim-
ing that they themselves were far from being experts.37 They readily recognized that, in the
end, the only ones who had the authority to settle the debate were “the ten or twelve Euro-
pean scholars who had the abilities to pronounce about these questions” (Journal des
débats, 23 August 1843).38 Another reason why the journalists gave no account of the tech-
nical side and actual mathematical content of the debate was practical: there were almost
no printing companies with the capacity to publish mathematical texts, because specific
typographical characters as well as specially skilled workers were required. For instance,
the Journal des débats apologized to its readers for not being able to “reproduce the alge-
braic formulas because the typographical signs were not available,” so that the journalist
would have to “suppress the technical parts of the quotes” (Journal des débats, 6 September
1843).39
Nevertheless, it did not prevent chroniclers from giving their own opinion, arguing for
instance that everybody could at least assess “the external character, the general physiog-
nomy of the discussion and, to some point, the mutual value of the adversaries” (Journal
des débats, 23 August 1843).40 Hence, even when only mathematical issues were at stake,
the protagonists of the controversy had to come to terms with two kinds of audience.
On one hand, they had to take into account the public sphere, namely the journalists and
amateurs who attended the meetings and the readers of general periodicals. The fact that
there were not only scientists present during the sessions implies that Libri and Liouville
had to adapt their discourses if they wanted everyone to listen to them, and journalists
to write about them positively. Thanks to the account of a lecture by Cauchy written by
the journalist of the Correspondant, one can imagine what happened when the discussion
turned to overly technical mathematics:37 For instance, the journalist of the (Revue indépendante, 10–11, 1843, 120) regretted that at the
Academy the text was read too rapidly so he was not able to understand all the ideas very well.
38 “C’est là, en effet, une discussion grave et sérieuse, roulant sur des faits précis, et dont il ne peut
manquer de sortir un résultat positif, si ce n’est pour les profanes, du moins pour les dix ou douze
savants en Europe qui sont aptes à juger ces questions.”
39 “Nous n’avions pas réfléchi à l’obstacle que nous présenterait la reproduction des formules
algébriques dont les signes ne sont pas à notre disposition ici. Nous serons donc forcés de faire
quelques suppressions dans la partie technique de nos citations.” In fact, contrary to what was
claimed, the typeface was available. The Academy publisher was Bachelier, a company that had been
publishing mathematical books since the First Empire [Verdier, 2009, part II].
40 “Il ne peut manquer de sortir un résultat positif, si ce n’est pour les profanes du moins pour les
dix ou douze savants en Europe qui sont aptes à juger ces questions. [. . .] Mais il y a un caractère
extérieur, une physionomie générale de la discussion et, jusqu’à un certain point, une valeur
réciproque des adversaires qu’il nous est permis d’apprécier.” One can read the same kind of ideas in
(L’Institut, 11, 1843, 281).
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A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 401M. Augustin Cauchy does not worry about the scant attention the “x” are given. With a
perseverance deserving admiration, he goes on reading talks to which few people listen,
because few people have the skills in analytical calculus to understand them easily. [Le
Correspondant, revue mensuelle. Religion, philosophie, politique, sciences, literature,
beaux-arts, 4, 1843, 284].41Because the debate did not occur solely in a published form but took place before an
audience, it had an oral character as well as a printed one. Hence, beyond mathematical
demonstrations, eloquence and rhetorical skills were legitimate means to use in order to
convince. For instance, the fact that Libri spoke in a “firm and calm” tone was emphasized
by the journalist of the Journal des débats, to make him win public favor (Journal des
débats, 23 August 1843); similarly, the columnist of the Revue indépendante praised Liou-
ville for a “lively and animated reply” in which “he seemed to make light of the arguments
of his adversary and surprised even those who were used to listen to him by the clarity with
which he presented his ideas and by, at the same time, a clear superiority during discussion”
(La Revue indépendante, 10, 1843, 120).42 Such public approval may seem to be of no impor-
tance for a scientific quarrel but, in this case, it was significant. On one hand, Libri needed
to preserve his scientific legitimacy in the eyes of the general public, because it was precisely
thanks to this scientific legitimacy that he had been able to succeed in other fields and to
become a public figure. On the other hand, Liouville was known as a friend of Arago,
who was a public figure too, so we may assume that he was careful to present himself in
a positive light.
Moreover, an implicit rule on which everybody agreed was that the definitive answer
about who was right and who was wrong could only be given by mathematicians. The pub-
lic needed the opinion of the mathematicians because it guaranteed that the affair was a
true scientific debate, and not a purely personal conflict.43 The academicians needed this
judgment too, to be respectful of the institutional norms in the evaluation of knowledge.
And, of course, both Libri and Liouville had to convince the other mathematicians if they
wanted to be recognized as one of them. Yet arguments expressed in a too general way,
even if pronounced with a certain rhetorical skill, would have no chance of convincing
mathematicians and, in the same way, general periodicals could not convince them either.
In fact, scientific approval could only go through the Comptes rendus.
4. How to talk about mathematics, and where
Compared to general periodicals and to Liouville’s Journal, the Comptes rendus is the
only journal that recounted both sides of the controversy—the oral debates as well as
the technical contents related to them—and where the points of view of both adversaries
were expressed symmetrically. Hence, looking more precisely at Libri’s and Liouville’s. Augustin Cauchy, sans s’inquiéter du peu d’attention qu’obtiennent les x, continue, avec une
vérance digne d’admiration, ses communications que peu de personnes écoutent, parce que peu
assez versées dans les calculs analytiques pour les comprendre parfaitement.”
. Liouville, semblant se jouer avec une merveilleuse facilité des arguments de son adversaire,
a paru étonner ceux-là même qui sont le plus habitué à l’entendre, par la netteté avec laquelle il
ntait ses idées et par une supériorité en même temps incontestable de discussion.”
r instance, the journalist of L’Institut regretted that “personal questions often took the place of
tific ones, or at least distorted them and, in consequence, made them lose most of their utility.”
stitut, 11, 1843, 281)
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Comptes rendus, will give a view of the kind of tactics they used in order to find the right
balance between the technical rigor that was needed for approval by the other mathemati-
cians and the everyday language without which they could not win over the whole audience.
I shall look now at how both protagonists played on the multiplicity of the sociohistorical
spaces where the controversy took place, trying to convince first those whom they knew to
be their “right” audience—mathematicians for Liouville, the general public for Libri—and
adapting their arguments accordingly. In fact, the arguments they used differed, depending
on the social arena in which they were operating.
From the beginning, each of them used a specific discursive style to express his purposes.
Liouville started by claiming that44 M
Crelle
45 “L
part,
mémo
septe
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divisi
bien
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Liouv
admi
des a
maniThe mathematicians will never accept this [Libri’s] objection, which has already been
made several times. As for me, I pledge to prove next Monday that it cannot be main-
tained and that the only Memoir in which M. Libri has slightly developed his methods,44
is full of rash assertions and even of serious errors. If the mathematicians had only the
reasons given by M. Libri to believe in the solvability by radicals of the equations related
to the division of the lemniscate, they would do better to remain in doubt and abstain
from coming to a decision. (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 295)45In response, Libri asked that the discussion should start immediately, arguing thatIf M. Liouville has such a fixed opinion and if it is built on scientific bases, he must be
able to produce the proofs today, and it is inconceivable that he should ask for eight days
to find arguments that he must already have had in his mind when he gave his opinion in
such an absolute way. (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 296)46As one can see, Liouville meant to speak in the name of mathematicians and to take the
mathematical highground. Libri, on the contrary, tried to make the affair look like a per-
sonal attack. Moreover, what they said during this first session showed that they had dif-
ferent images of what could make a good mathematical argument in the Academy of
Sciences: for Liouville, it had to be a “real” mathematical proof, namely a text written in
mathematical language and with mathematical notation, with all the necessary rigor and
precision; for Libri, an ordinary verbal exchange seemed to be sufficient. This first impres-
sion will be confirmed by their next interventions.emoir read at the Academy on the 30 September 1830 and published in the 10th volume of the
’s Journal, p. 167.
es géomètres n’admettront jamais cette réclamation, déjà reproduite plusieurs fois. Pour ma
je m’engage volontiers à démontrer lundi prochain qu’elle est insoutenable et que le seul
ire ou M. Libri ait un peu développé ses méthodes (Mémoire présenté à l’Académie le 30
mbre 1830 et imprimé dans le t. X du Journal de Crelle, p. 167) est rempli d’assertions hasardées
me d’erreurs graves. Si, pour croire à la solubilité par radicaux des équations relatives à la
on de la lemniscate, les géomètres n’avaient que les raisons données par M. Libri, ils feraient
de rester dans le doute et de s’abstenir de se prononcer.”
. Libri a répliqué en demandant que la discussion s’engageât immédiatement; car, [. . .] si M.
ille a une opinion si arrêtée et si elle repose sur des bases scientifiques, il doit pouvoir
nistrer les preuves aujourd’hui et l’on ne concevrait pas qu’il demandât huit jours pour chercher
rguments qui auraient dû être présents dans son esprit lorsqu’il a énoncé son opinion d’une
ère si absolue.”
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 403The text that Liouville read the following week was organized in two parts. He first
quoted very precisely the passages relating to the priority of the result in question—extracts
from the works of Gauss, Abel, and Libri—to shed light on the fact that the theorem that
Libri claimed to be his was nowhere demonstrated in his research. Second, Liouville used
technical and conceptual arguments to show that even the theorem of Libri coming closest
to the result in question had not been proved in a satisfactory way by him: Libri had unnec-
essarily restricted himself to the terms of the theorem, he had used a lemma that was false,
and he had not been careful enough when he had generalized his first conclusion to a
broader case (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 331–334). For instance, Liouville reproached Libri
for having “applied to irrational functions some operations that made sense only for
rational functions” (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 334).47 During each session, Liouville sys-
tematically quoted precisely the mathematical results to which he referred, and gave very
detailed examples of equations, or counterexamples to Libri’s theorem, for which he devel-
oped all the calculations. In the final exchange of the controversy (2 October 1843), Liou-
ville read a mathematical paper, contradicting Libri’s results and proposing further
developments about the issues under debate (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 635–640).
As for Libri, he used the same arguments as those he had developed during the first meet-
ing. He complained that, because of Liouville’s attitude, the debate was turning into “mere
conversation” instead of having “the serious and elevated character fitting for geometry”
(Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 334).48 Further, he reproached Liouville with using an inappro-
priate and imperative tone in order to play on the ignorance of most of the audience
(Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 432). Libri also recalled that he had gained the support of Lac-
roix and Crelle, both famous mathematicians (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 433). Moreover,
like Liouville, he tried to question the scientific reliability of his adversary. His strategy
was to make Liouville pass for an amateur mathematician, in the sense of someone who
did not respect the rules and usual practices of the scientific milieu, and who did not share
the “classical” body of knowledge. Libri pointed out some inaccuracies in Liouville’s words
about the assessment made by the Academy about his Memoir in 1825, and remarked that
“in general, M. Liouville seems too much inclined to undervalue the other’s inventions”
(Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 434–435).49 During another meeting, Libri added that Liouville
“got things surprisingly confused” because “what he claimed to be false and impossible in
some cases is one of the most undeniable truths of Algebra” (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843,
547).50 Nevertheless, even if Libri talked a lot about mathematics, his arguments were more
about epistemological views of mathematics—what was a “good” mathematical proof,
what should be understood from his works, what a mathematician should know, etc.—than
about mathematics itself. He sometimes made reference to his results or to those of other
mathematicians, but, even when he explained technical points, he did it using everyday lan-47 “On voit l’auteur appliquer aux fonctions irrationnelles des opérations qui n’ont de sens que pour
des fonctions rationnelles.”
48 “M. Libri avait pensé que M. Liouville voulait donner à cette discussion ce caractère grave et
élevé qui convient à la Géométrie et ne voulait pas la faire dégénérer en simple conversation. Il paraît
que M. Libri s’était trompé.”
49 “En général, M. Liouville paraît trop disposé à déprécier les inventions des autres.”
50 “Ce que M. Liouville proclame dans certains cas faux et impossible, est une des vérités les plus
incontestables de l’Algèbre. J’avais donc raison de dire dans ma réponse qu’il y avait une étrange
confusion d’idées.”
404 C. Ehrhardtguage. He never went so far as to consider the details of the proofs and he developed no
technical mathematical argument.
Hence both protagonists’ attitudes were in keeping with the type of symbolic capital they
had. By avoiding technical arguments, Libri could reinforce his position in the intellectual
and political space. It was the right tactic for someone looking for the approval of a non-
specialist audience. On one hand, he talked about mathematics, so that the scientific
appearance that the audience expected was saved; on the other hand, he did it in such a
way that journalists could understand what he was talking about, so they could give an
account of it in periodicals, even if they could not assess the heart of the question. In the
same way, Libri stressed the fact that Liouville became angry during the meetings and that
his criticism was mostly personal. By doing so, Libri actually fashioned himself as a respect-
able scientist who was being unfairly persecuted—at least this is how he appeared in the
eyes of those outside the institution. Moreover, as Liouville was virtually unknown in
the public sphere, he made out that Liouville was someone who did not observe the propri-
eties of the Academy.
In contrast, Liouville stacked up mathematical theorems and formulas in his talks and
wrote real mathematical papers related to the controversy in order to find support inside
the mathematical field, the field in which Libri was already quite isolated. Staying within
the strict limits of mathematical analysis, Liouville could count on the public approval
of other mathematicians, such as Poinsot or Sturm, because he did not break the rules
of what such men considered as scientific debate (Comptes rendus, 8, 1839, 788; Comptes
rendus, 17, 1843, 446). Although everybody in the Academy knew that the feud was not only
about science, Liouville succeeded in convincing the mathematicians that there were true
scientific reasons to criticize Libri. Hence, Liouville’s attack was legitimate and other
experts could publicly agree with him without losing their scientific respectability.
Thus, while Libri took advantage of his fame as a scientist within the public sphere to
convince a broad audience and maintain his political support, Liouville employed his rec-
ognized mathematical skills to reinforce his reputation in the social space of mathemati-
cians and, at the same time, to weaken the reputation of his adversary. In the Parisian
context of the 1840s, mathematicians no longer had the monopoly on mathematics, and
the first conclusion of this case study is that there were different ways of “arguing mathe-
matically,” linked to different social uses and cultural representations of mathematics. Thus
the feud was far from being limited to personal or moral issues. Even those—like Libri and
some journalists—who stressed these aspects talked less about them than about mathemat-
ics. Nevertheless, mathematics remained the only legitimate ground on which the contro-
versy could take place within the Academy and could be recorded in its Comptes rendus.
The mathematical issue of this controversy may have been taken up and explained with
very different styles by Libri and Liouville, but it clearly was not a pretext for a personal
quarrel. What was at stake during the controversy was the scientific abilities of each of
the protagonists in the specific field of elliptic functions, a field then much under study.
Hence, the quarrel of 1843 provides information on the implicit norms and rules of the val-
idation of mathematical knowledge and on the mathematical research at the time.
5. Social validation of mathematical knowledge
The controversy started because Libri and Liouville disagreed about who first proved
“the general theory of the division of elliptic functions.” Both recognized that the result
had been written without proof by Gauss first, but Liouville attributed the demonstration
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 405to Abel, whereas Libri claimed that he had priority because, while having proved this result
in the particular case of the lemniscate, he had earlier established the general case. As Libri
had linked the theorem about the lemniscate to the solution of some kind of algebraic equa-
tions, the discussion quickly shifted from integral calculus to algebra. Finally, the point was
to determine if Libri’s algebraic theorem was true or not.
One kind of argument used during the controversy will not be surprising for a mathema-
tician: the counterexamples that Liouville produced during the meetings of the 4 and 18
September 1843, in order to prove that Libri’s theorem was false. Another rhetorical device
employed by both Liouville and Libri was the use of quotations to shore up mathematical
arguments. Each of them would emphasize the links between what they were saying and
older theorems by Gauss, Lagrange, Euler, etc., to show their mathematical knowledge
about the question at issue. Nevertheless, to discuss Libri’s claim of priority and, more gen-
erally, his mathematical competence, Liouville did not only use counterexamples, and Libri,
to defend himself, did not only quote mathematical theorems. In fact, most of the argu-
ments of both protagonists, although they explained them quite differently, were basically
more about how mathematics should be done than about the actual mathematical con-
tent.51 This raises an important question: what was a legitimate proof, and when could a
result be considered as really demonstrated? In fact, the criteria according to which a proof
could be said to be a “good” one were at least as much social and cultural as they were
technical and conceptual.
The first argument used by Liouville was that Poisson and Jacobi, two famous mathema-
ticians, had also attributed priority to Abel. A bit later, Liouville quoted a text written by
Poinsot in 1808 in order to show that the ideas that Libri claimed to be his had already been
expressed earlier [Poinsot, 1808]. He even suggested that Poinsot, who attended the meeting,
could give his point of view on this matter—which he actually did, as will be seen. And, of
course, Liouville did not fail to mention Abel’s fame and mathematical importance (Comp-
tes rendus, 17, 1843, 327–334). Libri, in his turn, explained that, being criticized by Liouville,
he was in fact in “excellent company,” as Liouville had already questioned results by Cau-
chy, Laplace, Ivory, and Duhamel. Libri also reasserted that Lacroix and Crelle had sup-
ported him, that Jacobi and Poisson had not dismissed him, and that Legendre had
quoted his result in his famous Théorie des nombres (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 431–445).
Then, during another meeting, Libri used a similar argument offensively, explaining that
the great English mathematician Peacock had formulated serious doubts about some of
Liouville’s results (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 546–552).
This name-dropping strategy had a purpose quite distinct from that of using quotations:
Libri and Liouville used the judgment of mathematicians who were still alive or whom they
had known personally as a way to reinforce their attacks on the other’s competence. For
each of them, the point was to bring into his camp mathematicians whose authority could
not be questioned. What made a “good” mathematician, or what made a “valuable” proof,
was neither an intrinsic quality nor the result of an individual point of view: it came from
what first-rate contemporaneous mathematicians thought.51 The distinction between mathematical practice and mathematical content in this example fits well
with Corry [1989], who distinguishes between “images of knowledge” and “body of knowledge.”
Corry defines the “body of knowledge” as statements that are answers to questions related to
mathematics (theories, methods, problems, etc.), while the “images of knowledge” are claims about
mathematics as a discipline (which are the more important questions, what is the legitimate
methodology to solve a problem, what is the right training to become mathematician, etc.).
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first rate men were supposed to give their opinion. Yet Libri and Liouville did not agree on
this point either. On the one hand, Libri thought that52 “Il
des é
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expos
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bornaIn mathematics, there are two ways to deal with a subject: the first, elementary and ded-
icated to schoolboys; the second, more elevated and which is only suitable within these
walls [the Academy]. The rigor of the proofs must be the same, whatever the audience
one is talking to; but the developments are different and, when one presents a Memoir
to the Institut, one must, for the honour of this institution, skip the details and the ele-
mentary explanations, and turn one’s attention on the fundamental things only. (Comp-
tes rendus, 17, 1843, 439)52On the other hand, for Liouville, “a sure way to shed all the light” would be thatM. Libri goes to the blackboard, chalk in hand, to explain his method, with all the nec-
essary developments. There is no lack of mathematicians here; they will know what to
expect. Claiming that an equation is easy to solve, as M. Libri does, is not solving it.
(Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 553)53In fact, both men expressed the same idea: that a specific audience requires a specific stan-
dard of rigor in order to be convinced by a scientific argument. Whether a proof was con-
sidered as satisfactory also depended on the degree of confidence that the audience could
place in the person demonstrating the proof, since not all the details were necessarily given.
Someone who was widely considered as “one of their own” by the group of mathematicians
could sometimes deliver imprecise statements and still convince his audience of the exact-
ness of his proof, because “true” specialists should understand it anyway. This is the argu-
ment Libri used in the above quotation to defend himself, and Liouville sometimes argued
it too (as his adversary remarked (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 440)). Furthermore, this is an
argument Libri used against Liouville: if Liouville did not have the ability to understand
Libri’s incomplete proof, then he was himself not competent enough to question Libri’s pri-
ority on the theorem. But Liouville argued the opposite: someone whose mathematical
competence was questioned had to be much more rigorous because each time he was prov-
ing a theorem he had to show that he was really part of the group of mathematicians. As he,
Liouville, considered that he was part of this group and that Libri was not, he thought that
he had the right to ask Libri for more explanations. Hence, during this controversy, the is-
sue of the “degree of rigor” necessary to provide a convincing proof was linked to the sci-
entific legitimacy of each protagonist.
This conclusion is reinforced by another issue that acquired great importance during the
debate, namely, the criteria by which one could establish the paternity of a theorem. An
important topic of the controversy, tackled by Libri in his first claim, but also by Liouville,y a deux manières en mathématiques, de traiter un sujet: l’une, tout élémentaire et destinée à
coliers; l’autre, plus élevée et qui convient uniquement à cette enceinte. La rigueur des
nstrations doit être toujours la même, quel que soit l’auditoire auquel on s’adresse; mais les
oppements sont différents et, lorsqu’on présente un Mémoire à l’Institut de France on doit,
l’honneur de ce grand corps, passer les détails et les explications élémentaires, et ne s’arrêter
x choses essentielles.”
oici un moyen sûr de mettre la vérité dans tout son jour. Que M. Libri passe au tableau pour
er sa méthode, la craie à la main, avec tous les développements nécessaires; les géomètres ne
uent pas ici, et ils sauront de suite à quoi s’en tenir. On ne résout pas les équations en se
nt à affirmer, comme M. Libri, qu’il est facile de les résoudre.”
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 407and even by Poinsot, was to decide when one could say that a result proved at a given time
by a mathematician was already in the works of another. It seems that according to our
three mathematicians, the paternity of a theorem was not only a matter of who had found
its proof. On the contrary, one could distinguish between three levels of paternity. One was
the announcement of a result without proof; in the case at stake, it corresponded to the
reference to Gauss that both Liouville and Libri recalled. Another was to have written a
mathematical proof that other mathematicians recognized as sufficiently rigorous. This is
the kind of paternity that Libri was asking for in the case of elliptic functions, and that
Liouville attributed to Abel. In addition, there was an intermediate level of paternity: the
invention of a method or explanation of a new process, which was related to another ques-
tion in the same field, but which could be generalized or extended to the special case of the
theorem. This was why, according to Liouville, the algebraic theorem at stake had to be
attributed to Poinsot:54 “M
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énonM. Poinsot was studying binomial equations in particular, but the reasoning is a general
one, and, for somebody who understands well this theory it should have been so. So, it is
accurate to say that the proof of the theorem of the note IV [of Libri’s Memoir] is found
earlier in the paper of M. Poinsot. (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 332)54Besides, Poinsot expressed the same kind of idea during the meeting of the 4 September,
explaining that “he already knew the result in 1808, but did not know exactly to whose tal-
ent it was due.” He added that he had published, 25 years earlier, several Memoirs in which
“the same theorem was written with other words” (L’Institut, 11, 1843, 301).55 Then, to
answer Libri’s request for exact references to the proof he was speaking about, Poinsot
finally told the audience that “M. Libri argued that for the proposition to be attributed
to me [Poinsot], the formulas used to develop it should be published. But there were no such
formulas; and in fact mathematicians did not need them to understand the broad scope of a
theorem announced in a general way” (La revue indépendante, 10, 1843, 120).56
Hence, Liouville denied Libri’s priority on elliptic functions because, as we have seen, he
thought that Libri had not shown precisely “how the principles [he] had stated leaded to
[the proof]”, and, at the same time, he granted the paternity of the theorem on equations
to Poinsot because, according to him, its proof was already implicit in Poinsot’s work.
Thus, Liouville used the same criterion in two opposite ways depending on the mathema-
tician to which it had to be applied. Beyond the possible accusation of insincerity that one
might be tempted to level at Liouville, Poinsot’s claim suggests that mathematicians could
agree that a general result was true, even if it had not been proved, if they thought it had. Poinsot avait spécialement en vue les équations binômes, mais le raisonnement est général et
qui comprend bien cette théorie il devait l’être. Aussi est-ce le cas de dire que la démonstration
éorème de la note IV [du mémoire de Libri] se trouvait d’avance dans l’article de M. Poinsot.”
ès 1808 le théorème, objet du débat, lui était connu sans qu’il sache précisément à qui le mérite
partient ; et qu’il a publié, il y a environ 25 ans, plusieurs mémoires dans lesquels se trouve
en d’autres termes la même proposition, dont l’énoncé plus général est ‘Quand les racines
équation dérivent l’une de l’autre par une même loi de formation, cette équation est
diatement résoluble par la méthode employée par Lagrange pour résoudre les équations à deux
s’.”
i M. Libri voulait absolument que les formules servant à développer sa proposition [celle de
ot] fussent imprimées pour que la découverte lui appartînt, il n’y en avait pas; mais que ces
ules n’étaient pas nécessaires à des géomètres pour comprendre toute la portée d’un théorème
cé en termes généraux.”
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Moreover, like the issue of rigor, this criterion of paternity and of validation of proofs
relied on social factors: the mathematicians’ approval—namely broad consensus—on the
one side, and, on the other side, the reputation, both scientific and moral, of the person
who had written the theorem and the proof.
Finally, mathematical legitimacy was linked to the capability of each mathematician to
integrate, or internalize, into his practices the norms, shared habits, and implicit rules of the
whole community, a community that was regulated by the practices of men whose authority
was unquestionable. Yet this case study shows that these norms and social customs hap-
pened to operate as part of the production and use of mathematical proofs: we can see them
at work in the practical activity of writing mathematical papers, of reading and comment-
ing on papers before an audience, as well as in the interpretation and use that the audience
makes of those papers. Hence no clear line demarcated Liouville’s scientific criticism of
Libri from his moral denunciation of him. That does not mean, contrary to Libri’s com-
plaint, that the mathematics was just a pretext for Liouville to criticize him. On the con-
trary, Liouville attacked Libri’s papers from a truly scientific point of view, because he
really thought they were “full of errors.” However, the reason he was so mistrustful of
Libri’s mathematical production may have been that he had doubts about Libri’s intellec-
tual honesty. Thus, when Libri used phrases such as “it would be easy to generalize. . .” or
“one could see immediately that. . .,” which he did in his discourses at the Academy and in
his mathematical texts, Liouville’s suspicions were likely to be aroused (even though he
himself used such phrases in his own articles). Liouville may have not trusted Libri as a
mathematician because he did not trust him as a person.
There may also have been another reason for Liouville’s attack on Libri, one that
remained hidden behind the journalists’ emphasis over the two men’s personal disagree-
ments, and that was made fuzzy by the recurrent references, during the controversy, to
the results of Lagrange, Legendre, Gauss, Abel, as well as Libri, that were already at least
15 years old. This reason was the current trend of mathematical research, and its connection
to Liouville’s and Libri’s mathematical concerns at the time, to which I shall now turn.
6. The mathematical issue at stake
The main mathematical issue discussed during the six weeks of the controversy was the
theory of equations. We have seen that Liouville’s mathematical credibility was much
stronger than Libri’s at the Academy. Nevertheless, the imbalance between their scientific
capitals may have been lesser in the field of algebra than in the field of analysis. Liouville
was an expert in analysis, who had produced important research using differential equa-
tions, but he was not an algebraist and he had never published anything in the field.
And this was something that Libri did not forget to emphasize to the audience. For
instance, he claimed that during his lecture course on the theory of equations at theCollège
de France, “everybody had finally understood, with some explanations and personal
thought,” the difficulties that Liouville was now presenting anew and “qualifying with seri-
ous error,” and added that his own papers could be understood easily by “every man who
was a little used to doing algebra” (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 439–440).57 In contrast to57 “Après avoir donné quelques indications utiles [. . .], [et] avec un peu de réflexion, tout le monde
avait compris. Ce sont ces mêmes difficultés que M. Liouville a présentées de nouveau, en les
qualifiant d’erreurs graves.”
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including one in the Mémoires de l’Académie des sciences. Moreover, he was often asked
to write reports on papers on the topic submitted to the Academy,58 showing that his abil-
ities in this respect were recognized by his contemporaries. Thus, by criticizing Libri’s the-
orem on equations, Liouville was in fact questioning the best asset of his adversary.
In the 1820s and the beginning of the 1830s, the algebraic solution of equations was seen
as a topic that was not very fruitful [Ehrhardt, 2010a]. However, in the 1840s this image was
changing. First, even if there were still very few papers on the theory of equations submitted
to the Academy, and none published in Liouville’s Journal, the young generation of math-
ematicians valued the topic. They published their research in a new journal dedicated to
students, the Nouvelles annales de mathématiques, founded in 1842. To quote some famous
examples, one of Hermite’s first papers, related to the equation of degree 5, appeared in this
periodical in 1842; on that occasion, the chief editor announced that he would soon publish
Abel’s research, which he actually did in 1845 [Hermite, 1842; Abel, 1845]. Wantzel too
published his algebraic research in this journal [Wantzel, 1843; 1844; 1845].59 Hence, alge-
bra, which had appeared to be lying fallow since 1830, started again to make progress at the
beginning of the 1840s. Liouville, who was in touch with the chief editor of the Nouvelles
Annales [Verdier, 2009, 241–261] as well as with a lot of young mathematicians,60 certainly
knew that something interesting was happening.
Second, the utility of algebra was beginning to be reconsidered. At the beginning of the
century, mathematicians were interested in finding effective and numerical solutions to
(algebraic or differential) equations in order to solve practical problems, and they thought
that the algebraic part of the theory of equations was not very useful in this respect: it was
much more efficient to transpose analytic methods to algebra than to develop the field for
itself [Sinaceur, 1991, 69–88; Ehrhardt, 2007, 78–103]. However, faced with difficulties in
effectively solving differential equations and in developing general methods, mathemati-
cians started to look at algebra differently, and realized that it could be an inspiration
for analytical research.61
Hence, being recognized as experts in algebra was also a way for Liouville and Libri to
show to their peers that they were better than their opponent in another field at the fore-
front of mathematical research: the solution of differential equations. As a matter of fact,
several years before the controversy, Libri and Liouville had both tried to adapt the issues
and processes of the algebraic solution of equations to the solution of differential equa-
tions. Each of them had written a paper on this topic, the former in 1836 and the latter
in 1837, and as both articles were published in Liouville’s Journal, the two mathematicians
may have collaborated on the issue before their conflict [Libri, 1836; Liouville, 1837a]. Nev-
ertheless, the right to the idea of a general theory of differential equations based on the
transfer of theorems from the field of algebraic equations to the field of differential equa-
tions had generated a controversy between Libri and Liouville in 1837–1838 [Lützen, 1990,
54–56]. As both men were still conducting research on this topic, the 1843 controversy can
be seen as the final round of a long-lasting fight over the ownership of a new mathematical58 See for instance, for the years 1835–1837, (Comptes rendus, 1, 1835, 334; 2, 1836, 218, 291 and 618;
3, 1836, 44, 250 and 765; 4, 1837, 342 and 622).
59 On the posterity of Wantzel see Lützen [2009].
60 A well-known example of this fact is Joseph Bertrand’s testimony [1899] about the seminar that
Liouville gave about Galois’s research (a seminar for which there is no archive).
61 See, for instance, the algebraization of Sturm’s theorem, analyzed by Sinaceur [1991, 124–140].
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de France about “the works made by some geometers about the algebraic and numerical
solution of equations, and the general theory of equations” (Journal général de l’instruction
publique, 97, 1841, 598–599 and 29, 1842, 170–171). Whereas Liouville was working on
Galois’s papers, which Galois’s friend Auguste Chevalier had given him.62 Hence, in this
last round, each may have tried to have his algebraic skill in the solution of equations rec-
ognized by his peers, in the hope that it would lead him to be acknowledged as the legiti-
mate father of the new theory of differential equations.
However, despite his scientific superiority, Liouville had not yet succeeded in supplanting
his rival in this field. Their works were often quoted together in contemporary books and
papers that gave an account of the links between differential and algebraic equations, but
Libri was more often credited than Liouville with the idea of an analogy between these two
kinds of equations [Alletz, 1840, lvii; Brassinne, 1839–1841, 50–60; Cournot, 1841, 252; Lac-
roix, 1837, 735]. Moreover, Libri may have been a length ahead, even inside the Academy.
In 1840, he had been nominated to oversee the publication in the Mémoires des savants
étrangers of a paper of Abel’s about transcendental functions, in which the issue of the links
between algebraic and analytic expressions was tackled [Abel, 1841; Del Centina, 2002;
2006]. Thus, the controversy of 1843 was far from being solely the consequence of long-
term personal disagreements between the two academicians. It was also the result of a
long-term scientific rivalry about a mathematical topic in which, in contrast to many others,
and seen from the eyes of their peers, Liouville may not have dominated Libri.7. Conclusions
Considering the meetings in the Academy in 1843 as well as the longer-term feud and
scientific rivalry between Libri and Liouville, it has been shown that in this controversy per-
sonal and moral reasons cannot be clearly distinguished from mathematical ones. The two
men, who did not like one another, did have a genuine mathematical disagreement, but
their controversy was played out in an arena in which moral and personal opinion could
play a part in the assessment of mathematical works.
How did this controversy end? It is clear that the history of mathematics has proved
Liouville right. At the end of the century, Joseph Bertrand already noted that nobody used
Libri’s works any more [Bertrand, 1896, 278]. Moreover, Libri, after a trial that began in
1848, was found guilty of stealing many manuscripts from the libraries he had been charged
to inspect. This indicates that Liouville was right on the moral question too. Nevertheless,
the outcome of the controversy was not so clear in 1843.
Liouville ended the discussion with a mathematical paper that proved his scientific supe-
riority within the Academy circle. But the controversy did not change anything at this level:
he had been recognized as a better mathematician than Libri before 1843. If we look now to
the broader public sphere, it was not obvious that Liouville had won. The chronicler of the
Journal des débats even wrote at the end that Libri’s last talk “had produced a great effect
over the audience and over the competent judges” (Journal des débats, 22 September62 Liouville announced this to the Academy during the controversy (Comptes rendus, 17, 1843, 448–
449). The rough works of Liouville are preserved in the Library of the Institut de France together
with Galois’s paper (Ms. 2108); some of them have been published [Lützen, 1990, 559–580, 759–766;
Hirano, 1984]. Liouville published Galois’s paper in 1846 [Galois, 1846]. On the history of this
publication, see [Ehrhardt, 2010b].
A quarrel between Liouville and Libri 4111843).63 In fact, whatever happened in the scientific arena, Libri still had strong superiority
over his rival in the public space. He wrote both scientific and political articles for general
periodicals, as well as authoring books on the history of mathematics that could be read by
the nonspecialist,64 all of which was sufficient to maintain his social position outside the
Academy. Finally, what people who were not experts would attribute to Abel depended less
on what was published in Liouville’s Journal than on what they could read in books such as
the Biographie universelle ancienne et moderne, namely the biographical notice on Abel that
Libri had written in 1834 and which was published again in 1843 [Libri, 1843].
Hence, a conclusion to this case study is that the scientific field was relatively autono-
mous within the public space.65 It was governed by social rules, norms, and habits that were
neither exactly the same as nor totally different from those of the public space. It also had
ways to legitimize knowledge that had no equivalent outside. In consequence, scientific and
rhetorical abilities could be more or less recognized, depending on who was listening or
reading. Inside the Academy, mathematicians were the only judges and Liouville had much
more symbolical capital than Libri; but, from the outside, the status of academician offered
the same guarantee of legitimacy to both of them, so that other criteria could play a role.
Finally, the publicity given to the controversy did not go against the one who was a priori in
the more difficult position. On the contrary, it proved to be an efficient shield that worked
rather well.
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